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Mr. Howland H. Sargeant, President 
.American Com.mittee for Liberation 
1657 Broadway 
New York 19, New York 

Dear Howland: 

Waldorf; Marylgnd 
March 15, 1958 ® 

Si..11ce our conference in Jam1;:Jry with Hr. Robert F. Kelley before 
his departure for Munich, I have taken pains to go over carefully the 
texts of all the. Russia.n-language broadc2sts of Radio Liberation for 
some 50 days. With the exception of the output for the month of 
December, 195'7, the other ~cripts examined were broadcasts picked at 
random from the files in the office. 

This report cam!Ot., therefore, be regardsd as a.n exhaustive study 
for any given lengthy period of time. But I do think that the examples 
cited below are sufficient to i orrn an unmistakable pattern which is not 
casuaJ. or accidental in origin. 

Because of your special concern over the Victor Fran(,: scripts of 
November 15 and 23, 1957, introducing to the HL audience the biography 
of Mao Tse-tung, -- a concern which led to this inquiry, -- I deemed it 
best to divide. this memorandum into 2 pci.rts. Part I attempts a fairly 
comprehensive analysis of the two afor8mentioned broadcasts on Naoo 
Part II presents in chronological order, beginning with October 9, 1957, 
and ending with February 12, 1958, various selections from the Russian
language broadcasts, accompanied by my analytical comments. 

M;y general c onclu.sicns and observations· are given briefly at the 
end of this reporto 

Part I 

'l'he first install.111ent of the Victor Frank sketch of Mao broadcast 
on November 15 begins with this passage: 

"Last week, for the first time in history, the head of the 
Chinese Goverrunent made an appearance at a solemn session of the 
legislative body of a European. state -- the Supreme Soviet of the 
USSR. Afte:c the passage of 100 years, durint; which the ancient 
Hiddle Ernpire was in a state of helpless decline and anarchy and 
wa:s apparently becoming ·the prey of '•{estern and Japa.nese aggressors, 
this man su.cceeded in restoring the uni YJ, independence and power · 
of China, in putting it on the road of internal renovation and 
making it a model for the multi-millioned masses of Asia and an 
important factor in European affairs.n 
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Consider a few of the facets of this gem: 

Mao is the head of the Chinese Government. 
Nationalist China simply does not existo 

The Supreme Soviet is a legislative bodyl 
Its one-party 99.9% compulsory electoral. 
system is totally ignored. 

The meeting of the Supreme Soviet is an 
important session. Indeed, when Mao attends 
it.-

The Western powers, including the United States, 
are coupled with the Japanese aggressors in 
China. 

Mao is hailed as the restorer of the unity of 
China, ignoring the Taiwan regime; and of the 
independence of China, ignoring its dependence 
upon Moscow. 

Finally, this internally reformed model China 
is nowhere ·identified as Comr;1unisto 

The next passage from the Victor Frank broadcast shows a change 
of pitch but not of pattern: 

11He (Nao} is a Communist who ,devoted almost his whole life to 
the study of the doctrine.s of Ma.rx and Lenin. Yet at the same time 
he is a ruler completely :d:n the Chinese tradition: he is merciless 
in the struggle for power; fully determined to pass it on to his 
successors; one who depends upon a highly centralized. bureaucracy, 
.absolutely alien to Eurapean concepts of democracy and the rights 
of man; .and ,who is guided by a philosaphy of an equilibrium of 
socia.l forces.* With the exception perhaps of Khrushchev, he (Hao) 
is the most powerful despot of our time, but he is striving to be 
an enlightened despot~n 

* What Aesopian languaget 

After reviewing Mao's struggle for power and his conflict with 
Chiang Kai-shek, the broadcast rises to a new pitch of enthusiasm in the 
following pas sage : 

11 The famous 'long march' across all of China was not only an 
epic feat of he'ltiism and endurance; it also became a symbol of the 
liberation of .ffie peasant army from its ties to the native soil, a 
s;ymbol of its transID'ormation into a partisan army which was under 
the command of scholarly bureaucrat-Communists. 11 

'l'he fir st in stal]J-nent of the Hao broadcast of' November 15 invited 
the Soviet audience to listen to the next installment on November 23. 

·The la.tter was introduced ·with the statement, 11 we are continuing our nar
rative about Nao Tse-tung, one of the most colorful contemp_orary figures." 
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3. 

The annou.ncer added that 11 we will make use of an article which 
appeared in the British newspaper Observer. II After devoting some 
space to the alleged differences between Stalin and Mao, the 
broadcast of November 23 goes on to declare: 

11When Mao in 1923 said that in the course of 8 years he 
received no help wha.tevd from the Comintern, he was speaking· 
the pure truth. n · 

This is not a quotation from nor an attribution 
to the London Observer. 'l'his was a flat state
ment by li.L. How Hr. Frank knows this pure 
truth remains his secret. 

A sorne1mat similar unqualified assertion is made later in the 
same broadcast after a o.iscussion of the ·Chinese conception of the 
Communist Party, which is crowned with the statement: 

llBut in substance it means that harxism, already distorted 
by Lenin, h2,s been turned up side dOfm in China.11 

The author mui':t hc::.ve some very profound con
victions as to Harxism to accuse Lenin of muti
lating it and i'1ao of such heresy as turning it 
upside dawn. 

The broadcq.st ends on an optimistic note -- for the Communist 
audience behind the Iron Curtain. S-peac ing oi ths incomp.arable toler
a..nce toKards entire classes of society in Chiria, it concludes: 

n.wd, if the old Chinese tradition will. also determine the 
futi...i:re of the .Chinese Communist Farty, then in the final analysis 
this toleraDc e towards politic al opponents can even grow further .11 

· One is left with no choice but to associate ones
s!3lf with Mr. B. K. Ganusovsky 1 s view, as expressed 
:L.'1 his letter to you of December J, th;oi.t the broad
casts on 1·1a.o constituted a 11 shameless hymn to 
Chinese Corn.munismu and to join him in the question: 
llis this a broadcast by Radio Liberation or by 
Radio Vioscbw?t1 

- ~ - - - - - - - - -

Part II 

1. Oct. 9
2 

195710: In reporting demonstrations held in war saw, the RL 
newscast stated: 

"Monday evening, hOivever, a group of young workers who had 
com(3 downtown from Praga, a suburb of Warsaw, and from other areas 
of the city, still tried to provoke disorder •••• The police depart
ment :cq::· or ts that ti1ere \·Jr::,re no students among those arrested.\~ 
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Is Radio Lilieration on the side of Conrrrrnnist 
order'? 

Is it the business of RL to gloat over the 
Communist report that students were not par
ticipating in the demcinstrc:,tions? 

Subsequent dispatches r·eported that more than 
100 youths and students who participated in 
the demonstr2.tions 1.-Jere arrested and put on trial 
in WarsawJ 

2. Oct. 9. In its review of Vie stern press comments on the launching 
of Sputnik, RL presented 6 editocial selections, J from the British 
p1·ess, all singing unqualified praise for the Soviet 1 s 11brilliant 
achievement; rr and 3 from :the Arilerican and French press, balancing their 
praise of the Sputnik acl/evement with sober and thought-provoking 
observations. 

Is it the business of n2.dio Liberation to select 
uncritical 2.rJc' a.dulatory corr111ents on Soviet 
a.chievements? 

Instea.d. of presenting solel~'j the balanced pro and 
con conrrnents from the; last 3 oapers (N. Y. Times, 
Phila.delphia Inquirer, Pa.ris Combat), did we not 
stack the cards in favor of Eoscow by adding the 
unqualified praise from the l>ritish press? 

J. 0Qt. 10. An edito1°ial article in 2, 1;·iereaw newspaper. is quoted by 
RL as follous: 

"that the Soviet Sputnik has pasEecl ·several times over Wash
i__11gton •••• will undoubtedly play some role in the diso.rmame:nt 
nego·.tiation s." 

Could not li.I, lea:ve it to the Moscow press and radio 
to tell.the Soviet <:mclience that 0putnik had passed 
over Washington? 

Arid was the hint fron Communist Warsaw that ~utnik 
might cow the United States 5n the disarmainent 
taUrn the °4fpe of corn.ment for I~L to transmit? 

44 Oct. 10. And here is RL 1 s own echtoric:.l comment on Sputnik: 

11 \>iha.t has helped the Sovie\:, scientists to create and launch 
Sputnik? First of all) the very broacJ freedom of i__n.qu.iry, of 
experi.t11entation, the wide exchange of different views and of scien
tif"ic-technical information, i.e., those conditions of seientific 
activity t.~hich have been granted to the Soviet scientists laborfog 
in this field in recent years •••• These conditions of scientific 
1vork yielded positive results 2nd led to such an extraordinary 
achievement as the creatiun and launching of 0putnik.n 
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5. 

Comment would seem superfluous on this gem 
except for the fact that it was accompanied .. 
by a 11 constructive11 moral, namely, the need 
for the Soviets ntci liber<:'.te all the fields 
of hum211 knowledge and activity from Party 
control. fl 

Not a word a.bout libere.tion from dictatorshipl 
Just an appeaser 1 s plea for reforrn1 

5. Oct. 12. In its survey of the press repercussions of the launch
ing of Sputnik, RL announced: 

11In the second half-hour of o;J.r prograxn, we will tell you 
about the remarkable achievement of the Hussian scientists·~··" 

After introducing an a.rticle by the science editor of the N. Y. 
Times on the prospects of inter-planetary t:cavel as a result of the 
IaUDChing oi' 3putnj_k, the .RL broad.cast resumes: 

11And so, the greatest i.rnportance of the remarkable achieve
ment of the Russian scientists •••• ti 

The broadcast cor:,cludes: 11We have transmitted an article by the 
science editor of the N. Y. Times in ·which he gives his appraisal of the 
brilliant achievement of SO'~iet scientists. Jt 

To describe Sputnik as a Hremarkable achievement" 
only once was clearly not enough for RL, so the 
saJile phra.se ii:i introduced for a second time in the 
same broadcast anc3. is cafJped with 11 brillia.nt 
achievement" for fulsane measure. _ 

6. Oct. 130 In the News of the Da;y department the following dispatch 
from Lhasa, the capital of TLet, was reported: 

11 The organ of the Tibet Government has a.nnounced that recentl.Y 
the Government of China has rece~lled fror.i_ Tibet morE. than 90% of 
employees of its Pacty-governmental administration, and has tem
poraril;y given up the conversion of Tibet into an ordjnary province 
of the Chinese People's B.epublice 

"Tlrn newspaper announces that in the course of the next 6 
yea.rs. there ·w:Ul be no 1 social reforms' promulgated in Tibet. In 
addition, a number of Chinese schools, established after the seizure 
of 'I'ibet, will be closedo The local administration will ·be turned 
over to Tibetans. However, as the IJrnsa press states, part of the 
Chinese army will r,~msin on the territory of Tibet and the Chinese 
military high command has warned the population that, in the event 
of a repetition of the uprisings such as took place l.ast year, it 
will know how to deal rumrnarily with the rebels.n 
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Nowhere in this dispatch is there a description 
of the Tibet Government as a Communist regime, 
and atuppet of the Chinese Communists at that. 

The Government of China is not described as the 
Government of Communist Chj_na. 

The conversion of Tibet into a province of J:~ed 
China is mas;rnd by a reference to the Chinese 
People 1 s Hepublic. The seizure of Tibet is am
biguously mentioned later. But nowhere is it 
made clear that Tibet was invaded without provo
cation by C ormnunis t China in the Epr ing of 19 51. 
And this at a time when Comr:runist prapaganda is 
making the most of the alleged Western colonial
ism and the phoney issue of AnB rican imperialismo 

The ({eren~e to the closing of the Chinese schools 
would. make one think that it was a matter of 
Chinese vs. Tibetan lan5uage schools, whereas the 
Chinese schools are Cormnunist schools established 
in deeply religious Tibet \·Jhc:cE the popula. tio1) 
boycott.Ed them. 

The Chinese cirmy is not described as foe -Red Cu:> 
Corru-;iunist Chinese uni ts, and that 'they constitute 
an occupation force is not indicated. The same 
goes for the reference to the Chinese military 
high command. 

Surely, there is method in this manner of present
ing a news dispatch from one of the Asian victims 
of Cormnunist colonialist agr:;ression. 

7. Octo> 14. In its ha.ndling of the Djilas book, The New Class, RL 
quoted Hithout correction or comment the British left .. :.-wing Socialist, 
Richard Crossman, as follows: 

11 The A.merican Government, which publimed his book_, conp2..re8 
Hilovan Djilas with Karl Marx, and called the book the Anti-Com
munist Manifesto." 

Now the Djilas book was published by Praeger, a 
private New York publisher, a fact which the edi
tors of RL knew very well. To allow Crossman to 
circulate a myth about the U. s. Government's 
sponsorship of the Djilas book is to destroy en
tireJ.;y- the effectiveness of RL' s transmission of 
the book to Soviet listeners, and to make a 
precious gift to the Soviet propagru1da machine. 
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8.· Oct. Jl~. In its weekly review EL dealt once more with Sputnik, 
as follows: 

n•rhat date (of the launching of :.siputnik) will undoubtedly 
rei:nain forever one of the mosi; important in the history of 
science •••• 

"It is, therefore, al together natural that this new achieve
ment of Soviet science, which realized one of the most Utopian. 
projects of Jules Verne, has shaken world public opinion and is 
the subject of discussion in the entire world press. 

"The success of this experiment will compel the world to 
forget the shortcomings of the Soviet mechanism which have made 
one question all the achievements of the Communist regime. 11 

In this orgy of praise, it is worthy of note 
that RL speaks of this new Soviet achievement. 
All others should be taken J:or granted. 

To mask the hor:cors of the Soviet tyranny under 
the phrase ttshortcomings of the Soviet mechan
ism" is a truly remarkable achievement of RL 

Henceforth, r;one wHl question 11all the achieve
ments of the Communist regimeJ 11 

The. weekly review of RC then goes on with its broadcast on Sputnik 
to strike this note: 

11At the same time as the British Labor leader Bevan thinks, 
the Soviet Government; in the glory of the prestige which all 
victory brings and because of the recognition of its might, will 
now become more accommocl.ating on the disarmament question and in 
the matter of establishing effective mutual controls. 11 

The RL habit of quoting the pronouncements of 
Aneurin Bevan may be deb a table, but what about 
associating RL with Bevan 1 s predictions? 

It is no wonder that the same broadcast repeats 
the quotation from the London Times on the 
11 brilliant" success of the Soviet scientists and 
refers again to 11 this new Soviet technical 
triunvh. 11 

9. Oct. 14. A dispatch from Vienna quotes a qieech by the Communist 
· boss of Hungary on the sharp decline in the member ship of the Hungarian 

Co:rnnru.nist Party, and declares: 

"Kadar added, however, that the Party has gained from the 
fact that it now •• "° has gotten r:irl of the cowards. 11 
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Here is objective reporting with a vengeancel 
The implica.tion is necessarily left with ,the. 
listeners:, in the absence of any RL conunent, 
of concurring with the Kadar line •. 

Nowhere in this dispatch is Kadar described as 
the usurper of the Hungarian Government or as 
the head of a dictatorship. A reference to his 
recent return llfrorn China" does not specify 
Red China. 

10. Oct. 2.5. In a dispatch .from Communist East Germany, RL reports 
the conviction of 3 German students for "hostile activity. u 

"Hostile activity" in a dispatch originating 
within a Corr.munist country mould 1:pell 11 .friendly 
activity" for the West. Is it the business of 
RL to purVB'J such Communist news without comment? 

11. Oct. 26. In a report from Paris, RL announced that the police 
there had used tear gas against strikers. 9 days earlier, on October 17, 
RL rEp or ted the outbreak of a strjjrn of gas and electricity workers in 
Paris -- 1-ri. thout adding any explanation or comment. 

Is is the function of RL to give aid and comfort 
to Moscow by broadcasting reports of alleged 
Western police brutality against workers? 'l'his is 
but one of many instances of HL newscasts 1-Jhich 
are qukk to report strikes in the -~v'estern world, 
usually without comment. 

12. Nov. 1. In the piece of Dialogue broadcast by RL in connection 
with the Soviet celebration of the L10th anniversary, .one of the speakers 
arg11es as follows: 

"Let us assw11e that. Lenin and the Bolshevik Party did not 
gauge too accurately the time elemento However, the most ~ortant 
thing is the fact that the Revolution, with its achievements and 
the apportunities (possibilities) which it opened up to the peaple, 
was saved.11 

And all the while there were those in Radio Liber
ation -who presented the record of Lenin's seizure 
of power, with his dispersal of the Constituent 
Assembly, e.s a counter-revolutionl 

Now it turns out that RL glories in the fact that 
the Soviet llRevolut ion uas saved. 11 

Arn what is one to say of RL stressing the 11 achieve
ments and opportunities11 of the Communist 
dictatorship? 
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13. Nov. 4o On the occasion of the Soviet's 40th .Anniversary,· 
RL had this to say: 

11october, -- the month of 3 revolutions, one of which took 
place _40 years ago in Russia, -- has marked the beginning of a 
new epoch in the life of our country, and not only of our country, 
but indirectly in the life of all humanity.n 

1'hus did R1 sound the keynote of 40 years of 
incessant Communist propaganda in 1-mich Mos
cow has hammered away at the theme of usher
ing in a new epoch for all humanit.Jll 

14. Nov.· 5. .Aneurin Bevan is quoted that "a considerable change for 
the better is noticeable in the Soviet Union." 

Durin~J.:'he tense days of the Zhukov purge RL 
couldJ"!-ind a more optimistic note to strike 
for its audience1 But it did find during the 
broadcast a new description for the &'putnik. 
On this day :Lt referred to it as an 11 almost 
incredible" achievement. 

15. l\Jov ~ 10. In a 12-page opus concluding its coverage of the Soviet's 
40th A'Ilniversary, RL broadcast the following: 

· 11At this high cost did our country create the advanced industry 
whose achievements sometimes astonish the imagination of the whole 
world.r.t 

Could Khrushchev ask far more in justifying the 
Stalin era? 

16. Nov. 12. In introducing an interview with Howard Fast, RL reported: 

II In 1950 he even had to suffer a short term of ·imprisonment 
for refusing to give to a Congressional committee evidence of' the 
activity of the Cormnunist organization of which he was a member. 11 

What purpose other than confirming Soviet 
charges did RL serve by· purveying this nugget? 

17. Nov. 13. On the occasion of the death of President Zapotocky of 
Cormnunist Czechoslovakia RL honored him with a biographical sketch 
couched in terins worthy in every respect of <m official Soviet obituary. 

Not a ri1ention in the sketch of the terrors and 
bloodbaths to which Zapotock-y was a party! 

18. Nov. 29. In a dispatch from Washington on the visit of King Mohammed 
oI Morocco to the .Unitea States, RL reported: . 

"'I'he American and Morocc.911 goverrunents agreed to conclude a 
special treaty providint; for the allocation of A.'llerican ba.ses on 
the territory of Morocco." 

Was someone in RL worried that the Moscow 
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19. Nov. 29. In commenting on the· State Department 1 s refusal to 
grant a visa to Soviet chess champion Bronstein, RL stated 

11In the opinion of Radio Liberation such action by the 
American Department of State can be described not only as er
roneous but also stupid •••• 

11 In any event, the decision of the State Department to deny 
a visa to Bronstein cannot be regarded as a step which would serve 
the cause of iniproving the relations between the peoples of both 
countries. 11 

Here is a clear attempt to draw a line 
between the government and the people of the 
United States, an old Soviet propaganda line. 

20. Dec. 2. In its review of the week, dealing with the ratification 
of Eure.tom and the prospects of achieving economic unity in ·western 
Europe, RL commented: 

11In the future Western Europe will become a fully independent 
industrial power, alongside the two atomic giants -- the Soviet 
Union a.nd the U.S.A.,u 

This is a good line if RL is out to build up 
the morale of the Soviet listeners, although 
the Moscow press has not exactly underestirnated 
its atomic power. 

21. Dec. 3. In two separate dispatches from Peking reference is made 
b;y RL to CJ.ction of 11 the Chinese Government, 11 not the Government of Red 
Chi..Da. No mention is ever made of Nationalist China which is represented 
in the Council of UN. 

'.l'he second of the two dispatches reports, on the authority of 11Min
Hua, 11 the official Red Chinese news agency, "that Denmark is the second 
Scandinavian country to sign a c ommercia1 agreement with China. 11 

Good news for Communists, which the Soviet 
press j.s sure to carry. Must we echo it? 

,... 

22. Dec. 3. In a dispatch from Washington on ~elease by the White 
House of the President's Scientific Committee r€iport on the need for 
greater efforts to develop American science, RL said: 

II The report notes that .if thj.s is not achieved in time, then 
in 5 to 10 years Soviet science will overtake that of America. 11 

I"9 th'is selection designed to give moral 
su,_Dport to the anti-Soviet elements among 
RL listeners? 
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23. Dec. 4. In a broadcast on travel abroad of Polish citizens, 
RL reported; 

"Of the many thousands of Polish tourists who have visited 
this year Western countries, only 1 per cent remained abroad, 
according to of f'icial figures. The desire to go abroad in the 
majority of cases was not due to the aim of getting away from the 
regime, but to the altogether usual Lrlterest in foreign lands. 
This is what explains the long queues in front of the passport 
bureau (Warsaw) .tt 

RL once started out to crusade for defections 
from behind the Iron Curtain. Now it gloa.ts 
over the official claim that only l per cent 
remained abroadl 

In view of the ·recent prohibitive increase in 
Polish fees for foreign passports, what is 
one to make of the RL eXplanation of the long 
queues in front of Warca:w passport office? 

24. Dec. 5. Here is the c ornplete text of ar1 RL dispatch from New York: 

11 The Americair Congressman, the Republican ( sic1) Geller, has. 
declared that in Eurape the most unpopular of all American political 
fig-ures j_s Secreta.ry of State Dulles. 

11 Celler has just returned frorn bur0pe where he went as a member 
of the Judiciary Committee of Congress to acquaint himself with the 
atomic ·installations in England, France, Western Germa.n;y- and Italy. 

"Appearing at the New York 2.irport before the representatives 
of' the press, the American C:mgrit:ssman c:.euanded that lJUJ..J_eS resign 
as his policies only promote disagreements .;11nong the Western allies. 

11Dulles as a statesmax1, in the opinion of Geller, is not capable 
of ca:rr;;ring out a policy which would promote full unity among the 
Western countries. n 

For Radio Liberation to broadcast a statement 
of this character by Congressman Geller, who is 
not regarded a.s a responsible spokesman even 
by his own Democratic Party, is of a piece ·with 
quoting Bevan, but even more grievousl 

RL added insult to injury in this case by avoid-
ing all cmment and by describing Geller as a 
member of the Ref'ublican Party to which Dulles 
belongso 

2i::' Dec 6. .1:··1adi' o Liberation reu~ orted: ;;i. • • ' . 

llThe atomic icebreaker Lenin, the launching of' which was an
nounced by the Soviet radio, is the first surface sh:ip in the world 
equipped with e.n at ::;mic engine • 11 
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Why should RL supplement the news 1'111ich 
· J'.Ioscow is sure to trumpet to the i·ihole world? 

26. Dec. 6. RL quoted an editorial from the S\iedish Socialist news
paper, the Stockholm Ticlningen, as follows: 

"After Stalin's death there have been no more show trials 
staged within the Coimnunist bloc. The struggle for power in the 
Soviet leadership is being carried on without bloody excesses -
the only exception was the execution of Beria. The rule of law, 
even jj' it has not reached its full develapment, is nevertheless 
stronger than in the era of Sta.lin 's arbitrary power. u 

Of course, the Soviet listeners kriow that there 
were other arbitrary executions 2fter Beria 1 s, 
such as the liquidation of the Abakurnov clique. 
They also really know the truth about Khrushchev's 
Hrule of laH. 11 But wirn:t are they to make of RL' s 
assurances, on the authority of a Socialist paper's 
editorial, th<:1.t the Soviet Union has become a 
safe haven? 

27. Dec. 6. In a 5-page broad.ca.st, Victor Frank reported on the Social
ist Congress held in Austria. He observed for Rl. tho.t "some fundamental 
moral principles of socialism have become part of our flesh and blood." 
But he did not specify those principles. He spoke of the "new roadsll 
opened by the Austrian Socialist Party. But nowhere did he indicate the 
nature oJ these 11 n6w roacls.11 

Altogether, a confused and confusing dissertation. 

28. Dec. 8. In a 2-1/2-page comrnenta.ry on the widespread debate going 
on in the U.S.A. about the need for &. reappraisal of the American way of 
life, RL presented a set of vital statistics remarkable f'or their selection, 
to wit: 

11It is sufficir::mt to say tha.t last yeax Americans spent on 
smoking and alcoholic drinks 15 billion dollars, and on education 
15-1/2 billion.... · 

"Last year there was expended on scientific research activities, 
without of course takin5 account of r0search on atomic energy an:i 
defense, $00 million dollars, and on flowers and domestic gardening 
800 million •••• 

"But the American people, in the light of the present scientific 
achievements in the world, particularly of our scientific achieverrents, 
are beginning to understand that man does not live by cake alone •••• 

"All over America there is going on a widespread debate testify
ing tha.t Americans are recognizing that with all their wealth and 
freeddms; they have inexcusably disregarded until now matters of 
education, scj_ence and other s1Jiritual va1ues. 11 
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Note the identification of the Russian desk 
of RL with the Soviet boasts by employing the 
phrase 11 our ·scientific achievements. 11 

It is· superfluous to ana.lyze fully this studie~ 
concoction except to call attention to the fact 
that Radio Liberation which is solely supported 
by American.contributions broadcasts to the 
Soviet listeners the statement that Americans have 
"inexcusably disregarded. • • • spiritual values • 11 

29. Dec. 9. It is questionable if George Kerman himself would have. 
approved of the 5-page biography of Kennan broadcast by RL as an intro
duction to relaying in installments the full texts of his entire series 
of BBC broadcasts. One line in this biographic:al sketch prepared by RL 
deserves culling: 

UThe Soviet Union liberated Bastern Eurape from Hitler •••• 11 

w1:ui.t a perfect pearl of Soviet propagandal The 
Allied forces simply did not exist for the author 
of this script. Where were Eisenhower and Patton? 

Another pass.;i.ge from the introduction to the Kennan series: 

"l'~ennan reproaches the present-day American leadership for its 
excessive adherence to principles, for its lack of realism and for 
its inadequate flexibility .11 

Excessive adherence to principles& A new political 
crime, indeed .... 

The RL broadcast on Kennan goes on: 

HEisenhower proclaimed that a policy of liberation from Com
munism would repla.ce the policy of containment of Cormm.mism.. Kennan 
did not believe in the practical possibility of such a policy in the 
irmnediate future •••• n 

But if Kennan does not believe in a policy of 
liberation, which is his undisputed right, why 
should Radio Liberation, dedicated to a policy 
of liberation, broadcast (to the extent of 
putting on the air) Kennan's unabridged series 
of talks? 

JO. Dec. 9 •. A correspondent for Rl interviews Mr. Allen Pretley, presi
dent of the La.bor Party Stu.dents I Club at Cambridge University. This 
Club has JOO membersi the Conservative Club has 900 and the Liberal over 
l,OOO, out of a tota of 7 ,600 students at Cambridge. We shall not deal 
here with the question of how and why fil picked on YJr. Pretley. Perhaps 
the following quotations from the interview will prove enlightening: . 
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''Pretley: •••• Our aim is the dissemination of Social 
Democratic ideas. 

"Corresp.: What do you mean by Social Democratic ideas? 

ttPretley: We wish to introduce socialism into England, but 
we are convinced that socialism cannot be introduced by force •••• 
I want such an organization of social life where full equalities 
would exist. I also cannot agree with the prindples of capital
ism •••• Fir st, we propose to nationalize the buildings used for 
business purposE!s• Second, we intend to nationalize the steil 
industry, highway transportation, and other enterprises. 

ttCorresp.: Please tell us whe.t will be the foreign policy 
of your party. 

"Pretley: •••• 'fhe Labor Pa.rt--,;r will try to solve the Cyprus 
problem, will propose the ad::nission of China to the UN and will 
offer a plan for the neutralization of Central Europe •••• 

11 Corresp.: How does your Club regard the Soviet Union? 

1tPretley: We regard the achievements of the Soviet Union 
with respect, but we regret that these achievements are at the 
expense of such privations of the Soviet pcpulation., ••• 

"Corresp.: Tell us, please, do you discuss wi.th the Communists 
certain problems inside your Club? Do the Communists frequent you~ 

ttPretley: Yes, we treat the Conrrnunists courteously enough, 
they can come to our meetings, they can ask questions, etc.; they 
can discuss problems jointly with us, but they cannot vote in our 
elections or for our resolutions." 

It was quite an achievement for RL to illustrate 
Bevanism with this idyllic picture bf a. real 
united front, a model of co-existence for the 
Soviet listeners to ponder long and deeply .. 

Jl. Dec. 13. In reporting the subway strike in New York -- and RL is 
fond of reporting strilces in the Western world -- the broadcast had this 
to say: 

11But even before the declaration of the strilie, the authorities 
had arrested four leaders of the subway employees. The local court 
sentenced them to ten days' ::iJnprisonment. After this, 2,500 subway 
workers left their post. 11 

Four days later, on December 17, RL returned to reportj_ng the New 
York subway strike, adding this nugget: 

llThe complete stoppage of the subway has created a catastrophic 
si tuationo II 
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Is this news calculated to build up the morale 
of the Soviet audience which is constantly being 
assured by Radio Hoscow that capitalist A.merica 
is on the verge of a breakdown? 

32. Dec. 15. Here is the editorial corr.ment of RL on the Paris NATO 
Conference attended by President Eisenhower: 

UThrou@lout the whole world there is open talk about the 
crisis of the NATO. The noted American journalist Lippmann is 
-..iriting about the decline in the mutual confidence of the members 
of NATO.... If the present conference will be seeking ways of 
strengthening NATO only by remodeling the military-defensive 
strategy and by taking other measures of purely military importance, 
the organization of the North Atlantic fact will hardly emerge from 
the prevailing crisis. Of late there has been wide discussion in 
the Western press and in government· circles o.f the necessity of 
converting the NATO alliance from a defensive union into a broad 
political-economic u.nion of Western states. 

"There is no doubt that the transfbrmaticin of NATO from a 
purely military defensive union into a political-economic union 
would restore to health the relations among the members of NATO." 

In view of the outcome of the Paris Conference, 
the wisdom of RL' s prophetic comment hardly needs 
analysis. 

Note the lugubrious undertone running through the 
whole I)iece, and the reiteration of the 11 crisisU 
characterization. 

Quoting Lippmann is in line with quoting Bevan 
and Kennan,. without giving opposite views. 

Finally, has RL taken a position for the abolition 
of' NATO as a military alliance in favor of' "a 
political-economic upionl 1? · 

JJ. Dec. 180 In a news dispatch from Stanford, California, RL reported: 

"Dr. Bethe, one of the members of the President's scientific 
council, declared that in the field of rocket technique the Soviet 
Union has gotten ahead of all other countries. However, added Bethe, 
in the LLeld of nuclear physics the Soviet Union is still behind the 
USA and England •••• This means, Bethe pointed out, that the Western 
cquntries can create a more powerful nuclear bomb, but the Soviet 
Union can launch it better. 1' 
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Informing the Soviet listeners that the 
Soviet Union is ahead of all other c.ountries 
·in rocketry, a fact which Radio Moscow was 
sure not to overlook, and to drive the point 
home that the Soviet Union can launch a nuclear 
bomb better than the West is surely a strange 
way of achieving the purposes of RL • . 

34. Dec. 21. The following is a dispatch from London relayed by RL: 

11In the official organ of the Soviet government published in 
London in English, Soviet News, there appear the forecasts of nine 
Soviet scientists as to the development of science a.nd technique 
in the future - in the 21st Century. The Soviet scientists 
think that by that time a cure for cancer will have been found, 
pocket television sets will be built, ocean going subma.rine pas
senger vessels will be constructed, and completely new methods of 
feeding human beings will be in use. u 

. This is breaking new ground Jor Hadio Lilieration 
-- to quote an official Soviet propaganda publi
cation put out by the Soviet Embassy in London 
for distribution to the Western press. 

1'he choice of the forecasts is too silly to de
serve comment. 

35. Dec. 21. On the same day RL broadcast 3 biographical sketches of 
J new secretaries of the Gen traL Committee of the Communist Par'tlj of the 
Soviet Union, namely Ignatov, Kirichenko a.nd l"lukhitdinov. These sketches 
differed in no respect from the official Soviet "Who's Who" accounts of 
the 3 Khrushchev appointees. 

Was F!.1 .set up to echo the official Soviet 
concoctions? 

36. Dec. 29. In commenting.on the Gaither Report, RL quoted Stewart 
Alsop as follows: 

11 The Gaither RGport is an indictment of the policy carried out 
by the American cove:cnment durlng thE J.ast five ;'/ears. 11 

What a selection far RL to convey to the Soviet 
audience! 

Quoting Stewart Alsop, after Lippmann, Bevan, 
Kennan, Geller, in connection with the contents of 
the quotations, shows a trend, doesn't it? 

And. did someone in RL fear that Pravda migJ.1t over
look the Alsop line? 
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3'7. Ja.YJ. 4, 1958. 'rhis is hcrw HL interviewed Hr. Langston Hughes, 
the gifted Negro writer: 

nwould you tell us, Hr. Hughes, -vrhat is the position of 
Negro. writers in the struggle of America.D. Negroes to achieve 
full equalityll 

11JVJr. Hughes, how do you estimate the present social position 
of Negroes, especially of the Negro intellectuals, in the United 

·States?" 

In view of the loaded character of these ques
tions, the replies of Nr. HuE}.1es were indeed 
most mc<lerate. But he also managed to drop the 
following remakr s: 

"However, in the South of the United States they (Negroes) 
are subjected to discrimination. For instance, in the Sout..'-:tern 
states, Negro physicians have no right to use the facilities of 
hospitals (for their patients) •••• 'l'al(G the question of integrated 
schooling. B.\rerybody knows what ha.ppened in Little Rock, and th'e 
situation is far frorn being true of one city only. In the South 
there are tens of cities and hundreds of to-vms and villages where 
Negro children cannot a.ttend well-equipped modern schools ••• ·" 

Did not the Soviet press a.nd radio devote millions 
of words to the tragedy of Little l=tcck and must RL 
r:e.-echo the Soviet propa0anda? 

38. J2n. 29. In rEporting end conll11entfog on the 'treaty on cultural 
relaU.ons concluded by the United States ::;nd Soviet government, EL, among 
other views, decJ2.red: 

11The fact that th:i.s agreement ha.s been .signed is undeniable 
testimony to the mighty interna.l evolution in the Soviet Union •••• 
The present Co:·rrnunist leadership, a.s distinguished from Stalin's, 
is compelled to t.ake ttw people into account •••• u 

I 
() 

At last the cat is out of the bag: RL has dis
covered and recognized a "mighty internal evolutiontt 
in the Soviet Union and is swimming with that tideJ 

This entire broadcast deserves the fullest study 
and analysis as a clue to the problem we are con
cerned wi tl1. 

Incidentally, while in Mexico I chanced to read a 
sober analysis of the cultural exchange treaty by 
Toni Whitney of the Associated Press. Why was not 
such comment broadcast by RL? Is David Lawrence, 
for instance, banned by RL? 
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Thus does RL support the Kremlin's charges 
of American imperialism and militar'ism. 

440 Feb. 12. In commenting on the projected Summit Conference, RL 
voiced the following: 

11In order to answer the question, it is necessary first of 
all to draw a line between the genuine aims and aspirations of the 
governments of the great powers and the prapaganda which accompanies 
their declarations in this regard •••• 

"Briefly stated, not even the most solemn pact guarantees by 
itself any kind of peace •••• u 

The professions and the motives and the solemn 
obligations of the West are effectively under.:.. 
mined by RL in this singular comment. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

An examination of several weeks' output of the Russian-language 
broadcasts of RL shows that they can be divided, for the purposes of 
this inquiry, into 4 categories: 

A. --- Excellent, good and satisfactory scr:ipts ~ihich hit the 
nail on the head and meet the special and basic objectives of Radio 
Liberation. 

B. --- Inept, verbose, academic scripts wt1ich, however, are 
subjects for legitimate controversy and differences of opinion such 
as are found in any normal editorial office. 

c. --- Politically and ideologically barren and harmless items 
which can only be described as "filler" -- material wliich duplicates 
the Voice of America, Tass and other broadcasts and which, there
f'ore, is a waste o.f valuable time on RL .. 

D. --- Harmful, perverse, pro-Soviet items which follow a 
definite policy of appeasement of Red imperialism and which show an 
unmistakable pattern of infiltration by elements set upon subverting· 
from vrl thin the purposes and policies of Radio Liberation. 

The present memorandum concerns itself solely with Category Do The 
45 items dealt with in Parts I and II of this report do not cover complete
ly even the period under examination. Dozens of other questiona1(9e items 
where the nuances of infiltration were so subtle as to require lengthy 
elucidation, were omitted from this record. 

But the examples cited, it seems to me, are sufficient to disclose 
the gravity of the disease which has developed in and has a.fflicted RL. 
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This situation is further aggravated by the fact that the di~ 
tinguished and helpful ~alttatipn,.s of 11 Svidetel, 11 who foll@w~ week 
by week the output of the Russian-language desk of ·RL and who 
spots and points ©Ut at least some 75% of the w.i.lful items, are 
apparently consigned to the waste-ba.skef in Munich week after week .. 
The staff in Munich, therefore, cannot even plead ignorance as an 
excuse for the type of material it puts out. 

I.t is my considered @pinion, after long reflection, that drastic 
and immediate action is required to remedy the situation which has 
caused you, Mr. Kelley, and Mr. Lyons so much concerno tlPeaking for 
myself',, I do not hesitate to conclude this report with the expression 
of my profound anxiety over the shocking develq:iment rnich has 
t\U"ned part of Radio Liberation -- designed as the voice of militant 
•nti-Conununi.sm -- into an effective adjunct of the Voice of M0scowo 
I have no doubt that you Will deal with the situation decisively and 
that you will find a constructive organizational solution to the 
problem confronting us. 

ely, "· . . ; ~-'-,,-
'\/~ I 

f{/Y!J!-l UVA.,( 
Isaac Don Levlr.e &~ 

IDL:AdW 
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